
THE CYCLE CONSTRUCTIONPhilippe Flajolet and Mich�ele SoriayINRIA, Rocquencourt78153{Le Chesnay (France)Abstract. We give a direct generating function construction for cycles of combinatorial structures.Let A be a class of combinatorial structures, with A(z) its corresponding ordinary generating function:A(z) =P�2A zj�j. We use corresponding letters for classes and generating functions. Consider the class Cwhose elements are cycles of elements of A. The following result is classical [6], [1]:C(z) =Xk�1 �(k)k log 11�A(zk) ; (0)where �(k) is the Euler totient function. This result is proved by Read [6] using P�olya theory [5] and aclassical computation of the Zyklenzeichner of the cyclic group. De Bruijn and Klarner [1] have anotherderivation, which amounts to the Lyndon factorization of free monoids [4, p. 64]. Our purpose in this note isto show that equality (0) follows directly from basic principles of combinatorial analysis [3], using elementaryconcepts of combinatorics on words from Lothaire [4].Principle 1. Every non-empty word over A has a unique root which is a primitive word.For instance with �; � 2 A, word ��������������� decomposes into �����j�����j����� and its rootis the primitive (also called aperiodic) word �����. Let S = A+ be the set of non-empty words formedwith elements of A, and PS the set of primitive words. From Principle 1, we havezS(z; u) � uA(z)1� uA(z) =Xk�1PS(zk; uk) : (1a)From Moebius inversion applied to (1a), we get an explicit form for PS(z; u):PS(z; u) =Xk�1�(k)S(zk ; uk) =Xk�1�(k) ukA(zk)1� ukA(zk) : (1b)Principle 2. Every primitive k-cycle has k distinct primitive word representations.A cycle is said to be primitive i� any associated word is primitive. We use the notation [. . .] to denote acycle. Then, for instance, the 5-cycle [ababb] = [babba] = . . . = [babab] is primitive, while the 6-cycle [abbabb]is not. We let PC denote the class of primitive cycles. Principle 2 permits to express the bivariate generatingfunction PC(z; u) via the transformation uk 7! uk=k applied to PS(z; u):PC(z; u) = Z u0 PS(z; t) dtt : (2a)Integrating with respect to u, we derivePC(z; u) =Xk�1 �(k)k log 11� ukA(zk) : (2b)y also at LRI Universit�e Paris-Sud 91405{Orsay.z We introduce bivariate generating functions, and make a consistent use of variable u to mark thenumber of letters (called length) in a sequence (word) or a cycle: The coe�cient of [u`zn] in a generatingfunction f(z; u) of F represents the number of structures in F of total size n having length `.1



Principle 3. Every cycle has a root which is a primitive cycleA cycle like [���������������] has a unique root de�ned up to cyclic order that is here [�����] �[�����] � . . .. For generating functions, this entails the relationC(z; u) =Xk�1PC(zk; uk) and C(z) =Xk�1PC(zk; 1): (3a)Using the relation Ppjk �(p)=p = �(k)=k in summation (3a), we obtainC(z; u) =Xk�1 �(k)k log 11� ukA(zk) : (3b)Specializing (3b) with u = 1 establishes Equation (0).Thus the generating function for `{cycles, which is obtained by extracting the coe�cient of [u`] in (3b),is found to be 1̀Xkj` �(k)A(zk)`=k:Other results from [1] can also be derived from (3a). The multiset construction F =M(G) (F is the classof all �nite multisets of elements of G) is known [5] to translate intoF (z) = expXk 1kG(zk) :Using identities Pd=n �(d) = �n;1 and Pd=n �(d) = n, the generating functions for multisets of primitivecycles and multisets of cycles (with u again marking length) are found to be11� uA(z) and Yk�1 11� ukA(zk) :By considering singularities of corresponding generating functions [5], it is easy to derive asymptoticresults. Assume for instance that the radius of convergence � of A(z) satis�es � < 1 and that A(�) = +1.Then, we have:{ The number of A{cycles of size n and length ` is asymptotically 1̀ times the number of A{sequenceshaving size n and length ` .{ The number of A{cycles of size n is asymptotically 1=n times the number of A{sequences of size n.{ The length of a random A{cycle of length n is asymptotically Gaussian with mean and variance thatare O(n). (See [2] for similar results).These results can be extended to the case when � = 1 and A(z) has only a pole at z = 1 on its circle ofconvergence.References[1] N. G. De Bruijn and D. A. Klarner: \Multisets of aperiodic cycles", Siam J. Alg. Disc. Meth. 3,1982, 359-368[2] P. Flajolet and M. Soria: \Normal Limiting Distributions for the Number of Components inCombinatorial Structures", J. of Combinatorial Theory Ser. A, to appear (1989).[3] I. Goulden and D. Jackson: Combinatorial Enumerations. Wiley, New York, 1983.[4] M. Lothaire: Combinatorics on Words, Encyclopedia of Mathematics and Its Applications, Vol 17,Academic Press (1983).[5] G. P�olya: \Kombinatorische Anzahlbestimmungen f�ur Gruppen, Graphen und chemische Verbindun-gen", Acta Mathematica 68, 1937, 145{254. Translated in: G. P�olya and R. C. Read, CominatorialEnumeration of Groups, Graphs and Chemical Componds, Springer, New-York, 1987.[6] R. C. Read: \A note on the number of functional digraphs", Math. Ann. 143, 1961, 109-110.2


